1. Introduction. In this paper, we partialiy extend to higher cardinals a set-theoretic result of N. A. Sanin [3; 5] , and use it to generalize a result of R. S. Pierce [2] on intersections of cubes in product spaces. 2 Call a collection S of sets quasi-disjoint if each xGI~)S is in at most one 5G §. Denote the cardinality of a set 4 by 141. In the special case where w= 1 (which makes V disjoint), Theorem 1.2 was essentially obtained by Pierce [2] , whose proof (based on an idea of H. H. Corson) influenced the proof of our Theorem 1.1.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let t be the smallest ordinal of cardinal-ity >5. For each v<t, we will construct a subcollection S, of S such that (a) |S,| ^ r' for ail v < t.
(b) S = U"<r S,. This will suffice, since then |s| i¡2*r* = r*.
For convenience, we begin our inductive definition of S, by letting S_i = 0. Suppose now that S" has been defined for p.<v, and let us define S". Let (1) E, = iu, (ns").
For each KEE" let (2) X = {SGS|.Sn£, = K}, and let X* be a maximal, quasi-disjoint subcollection of X; if there exist S, TEX with Si~\T = K, then we pick X* to contain such an 5 and T, so that
Finally, let (4) S, = r\{x*\KEEr}.
Let us verify (a) and (b).
To verify (a), note first that |£"[ ^ssr" = r' by (a) for cardinals O. Hence E, has at most (r')' = r' subsets K of cardinality ^s, and since each X* has cardinality ^r*, we have |s,| ^r'r' = r'. To verify (b), suppose that, on the contrary, there exists an 5G § which is not in any S". We will get a contradiction by finding distinct points x, in S for all p<t; this is impossible, since \S\ ^s, while \t\ >s. To define x" let Kv = SC\Ey, pick any T,EX*, and let x" be any element of Sf~\(T, -£,): this set cannot be empty, for if it were, we would have Si\Ty -Ky, whence n3Cv* = 7iL" by (3), and thus 3C*n{S} would still be quasi-disjoint, contradicting the maximality of X*. Now if u<v<t, then ^GT^CUS^CÊ,, while x,EE,. Hence x^x,, and the proof is complete.
3. An indexed Theorem 1.1. The following indexed version of Theorem 1.1 is useful for applications.
If {'S'xIXGA} is an indexed collection of subsets of a set £, call A' CA regular if each xEE is in S* either for all XGA' or for at most one XGA'. would exist a W Git, with \v?\ >w, such that D{7r(F)| VE"W}^0.
But, keeping in mind that It is regular, this would imply that Hw t^0, which is impossible.
